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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM

The Tourtalk TT 200 is a full-duplex two-way communication system that allows group
leaders and group members to fully communicate with each other during a tour. The system
allows the tour group to talk to and be heard by each other; making it more convenient for
visitor tours with question and answer sessions or interviews, meetings on the shop floor,
staﬀ training and many other applications.

TWO
WAY
The Tourtalk tour guide system reduces frustration and confusion for your guests and stops you
straining your voice. No longer do you have to compete with noise or distance to be understood.
Ensure you are clearly heard on your next tour and provide a professional experience!
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TT 200-T Transmitter

Internal mic and socket to
connect headset

Signal/Status indicator

Aux-in socket
Programmable
OLED screen

Programmable
illuminated Talk/Mute
button

Roll call and gathering button

Aux-in lead

Single-ear headset

The digital Tourtalk TT 200-T is a transmitter and receiver in a compact, lightweight, simple to
use unit enabling both one-way and two-way communication between group leaders and the
tour group.
Both the transmitter and receiver are supplied with a belt-clip and lanyard for hands-free use.
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Internal mic and socket to
connect earphone, headphone
or headset

TT 200-R Receiver
Signal/Status indicator

Volume wheel
Programmable
OLED screen
Talk back button
Alarm release button

Single-earphone

The digital Tourtalk TT 200-R receiver has a talk back function to enable the user to speak back
to the tour guide and tour group, when permitted.

A range of headsets are available to suit any environment from a quiet museum to a noisy factory.
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The TT 200 system has three communication modes-

Guiding Mode

The group leader (using a TT 200-T) can freely speak to the tour group. Any group member
(using a TT 200-R) can talk back only when the group leader permits, enabling them to
maintain control of the proceedings.

Teaching Mode

The group leader (using a TT 200-T) and assistant (also using a TT 200-T) can freely speak to
the tour group. Any group member (using a TT 200-R) can talk back only when the assistant
releases their talk right. The group leader can always participate.

Discussion Mode

All presenters (using TT 200-T) can participate in the discussion. All group members (using
TT 200-R) can listen only.

Chargers

Chargers are available in 2, 5, 25 and 50-slot versions.
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Features
One-way and two-way communication
3 Operation modes to suit any tour
Digital noise cancelling technology
Any transmitter can be set up as a group leader or assistant
Wireless channel sync from transmitter to receivers
42 Channels with up to 14 separate groups
No limit to the size of each group
Channel lock for reliability
Programmable backlit high contrast OLED display
Roll call, gathering and out-of-range alarm with vibration
Wide range of chargers and accessories available
Stationary transmitter available for fixed applications
Integrated microphone and headset socket
Illuminated talk button (latching or momentary PTT/PTM)
Adjustable microphone sensitivity and RF power
Completely wireless so no installation is required
Software control (via a charger)
Hearing Aid Compatible (HAC) for use with a TT-NL inductive neck loop
Aux-in socket with audio priority
All day battery life
Up to 150m range
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For more information please contact usTourtalk Systems Unit 27 Mochdre Industrial Estate, Newtown, UK SY16 4LE
Tel +44 (0)1686 628012
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